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EDITOR’S COMMENT

Andrew Kidd
EDITOR

Reasons to be cheerful
The clocks have gone
back and everyone is
complaining about the
dark. But it’s not all doom
and gloom.
Early November is apparently one of the
most depressing times of the year as people
start to notice the effects of having put the
clocks back. But in talking to many retailers
and suppliers in recent weeks it seems that
this despondency set in well before the
arrival of GMT.
Yes we don’t have a booming economy,
but there are signs that give reasons to be
cheerful. According to one major bed
manufacturer it is having a pretty decent
time with its brands and stockists are
enjoying that success.
Interestingly about half of the stockists
were planning major advertising campaigns
in the run up to the winter sale to attract
shoppers before VAT increases. The other half
had called a halt to all marketing and
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promotion and are hoping their reputation
gets them through the next few months. In
what is traditionally the busiest time of year,
this could turn out to be a risky and
expensive move.
But depending on where you are in the
country, the situation doesn’t seem as bad as
some might have you believe. In my local
area restaurants are still quite full – even
during the week – three new furniture stores
have opened in the past three months and a
new carpet store is due in a few weeks.
And as we report this month, retailers are
still investing in new sales space, store
formats and displays. If there weren’t still
customers with money to spend, these long
established retailers wouldn’t be spending
for the future.
Handing the OFT’s consumer protection
responsibilities to local Trading Standards
officials and Citizens Advice as part of the
Government’s cutbacks is not going to mean
good news for shoppers. Less scrupulous
traders will be rubbing their hands in
anticipation of scrutiny not being so tough.
Now seems the right time to emphasise your
customer service credentials and make sure
potential customers know all about them.

Cormar Carpets’ new West
Country range is made from 80%
pure new wool, 15% polypropylene and 5% tuftbond polyester.
It is available in 15 natural
flecked heather shades and two
qualities – 50oz and 60oz.
Tel: 01204 881234 or visit
www.cormarcarpets.co.uk.
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NEWS

Park makes accessories move
with 50% store expansion
Park Furnishers is expanding its store by 50%, allowing it to
increase its furniture offer and introduce a significant
accessories department.
The Bedminster, Bristol store’s new area, due to open by
the middle of next month, was achieved through the
acquisition of 55,000sqft of warehouse space in Avonmouth
earlier this year.
With the extra space the store can offer, among other
things, Bristol’s largest choice of leather and soft cover
upholstery, new fitted kitchen ranges, a clearance area and
a bedroom department, says Tim Coller, Park Furnishers md.
‘The aim of the development was to integrate the
old and new, with the new to include bedlinens,
table linens, soft furnishings and cookware as

well as lighting, pictures, mirrors and accessories.’
Customer research revealed a demand for Park Furnishers
to branch out in terms of products, but Coller says it was
important to preserve the spacious feel of the store and the
high levels of customer care and aftersales service it is
known for.
‘By increasing the store’s retail space by 50%, we are now
able to satisfy our customers’ needs without sacrificing the
core family values that make it a destination store that
many customers return to again and again,’ he says.
‘This is the most important development in the
company’s history since it moved to Willway Street in 1977.
In these times it is fantastic that Bristolians are still behind
us and still regard us as the best furniture store in the city.’

Furniture and
flooring will miss
Christmas rush

Rhinofloor has joined the Tarkett stable

Tarkett grabs Rhinofloor
French flooring group Tarkett has bought
the Rhinofloor vinyl brand from
Armstrong World Industries.
In August Armstrong said it was
abandoning the European residential
flooring market and closing its Stockton,
Teesside, plant with the loss of 163 jobs.
‘This is an excellent outcome for all
parties’, says Frank Ready, Armstrong
executive vice president. ‘It supports our
actions to exit the residential flooring
business in Europe and concentrate on
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developing our strong position in the
commercial flooring market.’
He says the deal also provides the
residential flooring distributors
continuity of supply, in keeping with
Armstrong’s commitment to make the
transition as painless as possible for
customers.
The transaction comprises the sale of
the Rhinofloor brand, designs, related
equipment, inventory and
merchandising accessories.

The furniture and flooring sectors are set
to miss out on an increase in consumer
spending in the run up to Christmas.
Verdict Research has forecast that
Christmas 2010 will be the best
Christmas for retailers since before the
recession, despite spending cuts and job
losses.
‘Consumers are set to spend an extra
£1.6bn (1.9%) this year compared with
Christmas 2009, with clothing, food and
grocery and health and beauty
producing the largest increases. This is
the highest increase in sales since Q4
2007,’ says Maureen Hinton, Verdict lead
retail analyst.
Online sales are set to benefit the most
as more retailers are online and
consumers enjoy the benefits of
multichannel flexibility and convenience.
It will account for over three quarters of
the extra spending with growth of
£1.2bn on last year, she says.
DIY, furniture and floorcoverings will
continue to be hit by lack of movement
in the housing market. Homewares
provides an opportunity for gifting and
entertainment as long as the ranges on
offer grab the attention of the shopper.

Classic design
for modern living

Feel free to contact us directly or speak with your local agent for more information and a brochure pack.
If you would like to see the ranges in our Dronfield showroom, please contact us for an appointment.
We look forward to welcoming you.
Scotland: Ian Crowther - 07930 314 077
Midlands: Chris Smith - 07882 651 325

North East/North West: Chris Woodhead - 07710 920 409
South East: Stephen Hope - 07834 768 933

South West: Neil Bonnick - 07967 660 715

Northern Ireland: Dougie Yeates - 07850 313 237

Woodside Furniture Ltd., Unit 4, Wreakes Lane, Dronfield, Derbyshire S18 1LN
T: 0114 229 0741 F: 0114 229 0740 W: www.woodsidefurniture.co.uk E: sales@woodsidefurniture.co.uk
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Sales slip for
Carpetright
Carpetright’s sales decline accelerated during the late
summer and autumn. UK and Republic of Ireland sales
dropped by 4.6% in the 12 weeks to 23 October. On a like
for like basis sales fell by 7.3%.
The falls are significantly higher than the previous
quarter when sales dropped by 0.9% and 3.4%
respectively.
Sales for the 25 week period were 2.7% lower and 5.8%
on a like for like basis.
‘The tough trading environment in the UK and Republic
of Ireland continued into the second quarter of our
financial year. The further reduction in mortgage
approvals along with fragile consumer confidence has
produced a difficult market. We expect these market
conditions to continue into 2011,’ says Lord Harris,
Carpetright executive chairman.
‘In these challenging market conditions, we have
progressed the roll out of our bed offer, opening 44
bedding departments within our existing UK estate since
the start of the financial year with plans for a further 50
by the end of April 2011. We expect the full year UK
margin to increase by around 30-50 basis points through
a combination of price and promotional management.
The focus on effective cost management has continued.’

John Chapman alongside the expanded window display

New view of Chapmans
Newcastle retailer Chapmans has transformed its public face by
increasing the area of its window display from 12ft to 150ft and
revamping its website.
The company – which also has a Carlisle branch – used a
building it owned next to the store to create the extra display
space.
‘As one of the region’s longest established family businesses,
I believe the key to our longevity is not only the tradition of
excellence regarding our product and our service, but also
being able to embrace the latest styles, trends and innovations,’
says John Chapman, Chapmans md.
‘This has been a very busy time for Chapmans, as well as
unveiling our new shop window frontage, we have also just
launched our new website, chapmansfurniture.co.uk, now
giving customers the opportunity to browse and buy online.’

New line: More
than 300
shoppers queued
for the opening
of John Lewis’s
third At Home
store. The
40,000sqft
Swindon branch
follows Poole and
Croydon with
Tunbridge Wells
due to open early
this month.

Mike Ewmett
There is a thanksgiving service on 18 November for Mike Ewmett, former
Sprung Slumber md who suffered a heart attack on 6 October. He was 76.
Ewmett joined the West Country bed manufacturer in 1960 as a sales
representative. He built Sprung Slumber with a reputation for quality and
design, transforming it into one of the UK’s leading bed manufacturers.
The 11am service is at St Peters and Paul’s Church, Church Street,
Godalming, Surrey, followed by a lunch at West Surrey Golf Club. To collate
numbers could those planning on attending please email
gary@bramleybedcentre.co.uk.
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Same again for
second bed show
Next year’s Bed Show will follow the same format
as last month’s event, the National Bed Federation
has confirmed. The exhibition will take place from
27-28 September in two halls at the Telford
International Centre.
The 62 exhibitors – all NBF members – saw more
than 1,200 visitors at this year’s show.
‘The feedback from the first Bed Show was so
positive – with many exhibitors urging us not to
alter our basic approach – that it was a very easy
decision to retain the same format for Bed Show
2011 and to hold it at the same time of year as the
first one,’ says Jessica Alexander, NBF executive
director.
‘We look forward to repeating the success of the
first show in 2011.’
As with the inaugural show, companies wishing
to exhibit must be NBF members.
‘Those able to exhibit will be delighted that the
Bed Show will be staying low-cost, thereby
sticking to its original ethos,’ says Alexander.
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Next seeks majority home store
Next is planning to enter the garden furniture market and
hopes to open a store where furniture and homewares
would take up more space than clothing for the first time.
The chain already has a number of standalone Home
stores and is taking over the Shoreham-by-Sea, West
Sussex branch of Homebase where it wants to trial garden
and conservatory furniture. It has applied to the local
council for planning permission to expand the store’s
mezzanine floor which currently makes up about a third of
the floorspace.
If Adur District Council fails to allow the expansion the
store will follow a traditional outlet, Next says.
‘The format is based upon a major expansion of the
bulky home lines, particularly furniture and furnishings,’
says Next’s planning application. ‘The intention is to use
the additional space to provide a significantly enhanced
number of roomset displays. In addition new product
ranges will be on sale, including garden and conservatory
furniture.’

Next wants more roomset displays

Mark Elliot owner plans
to double branch numbers

New identity: Andrew Cochrane, Nathan
md says of the firm’s new branding: ‘ The
corporate look has to keep up with what the
company stands for both today and in the
future and our focus on quality and design
across all our product offerings – the new
identity provides this.’

The owner of furniture chain Mark Elliot
Furniture has unveiled plans to double
the number of stores in the next year.
Turnaround business specialist SKG
Capital bought the 10-store chain out of
administration in July.
It now wants to open 10 branches
across the country in the next nine to 12
months, including stores in London and
the Midlands. A store is due to open in
Stamford, Lincolnshire in the autumn.
SKG says it will invest £1m in
refurbishing the existing stores.
Robert Schneiderman, SKG Capital
principal investor says: ‘We are planning
on expanding Mark Elliot Furniture

significantly as we think the brand has
got a lot of potential, mainly because of
the made in Britain tag it has.’
The chain makes its own furniture.
‘We are turnaround specialists and are
used to dealing with distressed
businesses and getting the best out of
them.
‘We believe this is an exciting time for
Mark Elliot Furniture. The company has
had its problems in the past but with the
significant capital we bring and our skills
we think it has a bright future,’ says
Schneiderman.
SKG Capital hopes to lift turnover from
£6m to £10m by 2012.

More famous: Plans have been announced to
build a 10.76m sqft of furniture stores,
permanent showrooms and offices in the
Chinese town of Houjie next to the Guangdong
Modern International Exhibition Center, where
International Famous Furniture Fair (3F) is held.
Yin Chengzhi, Dongguan Famous Furniture
Association president, says the project will
combine the best elements of High Point and
I Salone. Dongguan is home to more than
3,000 furniture manufacturers and produced
£13.5bn of furniture last year, of which £3.3bn
was exported.
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Mystique Interiors
www.mystiquewholesale.co.uk
Mystique is a
successful independent
interiors business,
which has expanded to
accommodate the
wholesale of these
exciting products
The lighting range has been the driving force for our wider furnishings business since we gained
exclusivity of the products in the UK.

Amazing consumer feedback
and our direct-to-manufacturer
approach has reinforced our
belief that these versatile
products will be beneficial to many
retailers, from small independents
to large national chains.
The products are available from the end of
November, and this is an exclusive opportunity to
order in advance of their arrival. Please order by
Telephone: 01663 767 912 or email us on
mystiquewholesale@hotmail.co.uk.

Experience a sales upturn with this new wholesale lighting range
* Agents required – contact us to discuss • Distributor for Ireland wanted *
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OPINION
The author is head of a
large carpet manufacturer

High wool prices affect
more than just carpets
Ask most people to name a commodity traded on an open
market whose value can significantly affect the prices of goods
in the shops, and most people will list oil or precious metals.
Not many would think of wool. However, the commodity nature
of this natural resource has had a significant impact on the
prices of wool carpets over the past year and increases in 2011
will inevitably follow, judging by recent wool sales.
Wool is a global commodity and the rapid increase in
consumption in China, India and even Egypt is also putting
enormous pressure on the market for natural fibres.
During the past decade the value of fleece wool fell to
all-time lows, often barely higher than the cost of shearing,
sometimes lower. It’s no wonder that the number of sheep
farmers and sheep farmed
started to fall in the main
growing areas of the UK,
New Zealand and Australia.
Low prices allowed carpet
manufacturers to offer wool
related products at prices
equivalent to or lower than
10 years previously, at a time
when the cost of oil was
forcing the cost of manmade carpets on an upwards
spiral.
The reduction in supply,
along with steady demand for product, meant at the beginning
of 2009 the price of wool at auctions started to rise. Many wool
merchants, believing the increases to be short-term, bought
insufficient wool to cover their long-term commitments and are
now bidding against one another for the reduced volume of
wool, causing prices to increase very quickly.
At the time of writing the most recent sale of wool at
Bradford, home of the British Wool Marketing Board, saw
average prices rise by about 20% over the previous sale.
The inevitable knock-on effect of this situation will be a
significant increase in the price of wool carpets as this price
fluctuation makes its way through the supply chain. Expect to
see a similar effect in the high street on wool garments and
wool based upholstery.
Only time will tell whether the increase in the price of wool
will lead to a new enthusiasm for sheep farming and a return to
past levels of supply.
One thing seems certain – the price of a wool based carpet is
unlikely to fall for some time, and probably never again to the
low levels of this departing decade.

One thing
seems certain
– the price of
a wool based
carpet is
unlikely to fall
for some time
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BOOST YOUR
BUSINESS IN 2011
“Excellent Service – it’s refreshing to find people who are so
helpful, switched on and professional!
Excellent Sales – well over Three Months normal trade in
only Three Weeks!”
Peter Harding, MD of FAIRWAY FURNITURE,
speaking after their Greenwood Sale held in the 20,000 sqft
St Austell Store in May 2010.
Greenwood Retail’s proven sales plans consistently produce record breaking
sales and profit for quality retailers all over the UK and Ireland.
Trust Greenwood, Britain’s Leading Experts in Retail Sales Promotion with
their exceptional track record to help you plan your next big sales event.
We offer you a truly first class service, at competitive rates, on a
results-only-basis with no upfront fees. Bookings for 2011/12 are now
being taken and availability is limited.

Find out more at www.greenwoodretail.com,
Or why not call Bernard Eaton now on 01625 521010 for an
informal no-obligation discussion.

GREENWOOD RETAIL LTD
Britain’s Leading Experts in Retail Sales Promotion
1 Wilmslow House, Grove Way, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AG
sales@greenwoodretail.com
www.greenwoodretail.com

Tel. 01625 521010
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NEW PRODUCTS

1

2

3

4

5
1 Moduleo Design Floors has introduced
its first luxury vinyl tile collection. Bevelled
edge Spirit has a range of wood styles for
both residential and commercial locations.
The 9in wide Amazon design presents
on-trend wood decors for those looking to
make a striking statement with their floor,
while the 7in Shiraz design takes on
traditional wood shades.
Tel: 00 32 5665 3211
2 Further complementing its extensive
axminster offering, Ulster Carpets has
launched Blossom, a patterned carpet with
a delicate oriental floral design. Composed
of 80% wool and 20% nylon, Blossom comes
in five colour matching widths; 4.57m,
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3.66m, 2.74m, 1.83m and 0.91m, from a
palette of eight colours in a subtle array of
plain and heather yarns.
Tel: 028 3833 4433
3 The Classic collection from Artwood
provides an entry point into a world of
designer wood flooring. Bringing 30 shades
ranging from Milky Bar through to Dark
Coco, the Classic collection is available in an
oil or lacquered finish and 14mm floating or
21mm structural engineered oak flooring.
Tel: 0845 519 2726
4 Floorwise’s 10-piece Starter Tool Kit
provides an ideal base from which to
expand, incorporating a range of tools for

carpet fitting. The kit features tack lifter,
hand scraper, carpet edge trimmer, Dolphin
knife and an assortment of heavy duty
blades, hammer tacker, knee kicker and
gripper shears.
Tel: 01509 673 974
5 Lano Carpets has restructured its
residential flooring portfolio to provide
retailers and consumers with a clearer
identity for each of its main product groups.
Now with the Easy Care Collection, Wilton
Collection, Ultimo Collection, Technic
Collection and Lano Outdoor, the
manufacturer has a defined product
strategy.
Tel: 00 800 5266 5266
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NEW PRODUCTS

6

7

10
8

6 Thera-Sleep from Somnus is a
collection of premium quality no-turn
divan sets with superb feel that
includes the new Sensa Pocket Plus
spring system. Mattress spring counts
are up to 13,500 and up to 2,500 in the
new edge guard spring base. The
luxurious upholstery includes cotton,
lambswool, horsehair, mohair, silk,
bamboo, natural latex and pressure
relieving viscoelastic in hand-teased
granules for comfort and breathability.
Tel: 0113 205 5200
7 Prestigious Textiles is building on
the success of its growing portfolio of
wallcoverings for domestic and
commercial applications with the
launch of Neo, a book of innovative
paste-the-wall non-wovens and
lustrous vinyls. The collection is
offered in colour stories based around
Sable, Limestone, Chardonnay, Pearl,
Seagrass, Indigo, Heather and
Charcoal.
Tel: 01274 688 448
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8 Axminster Carpets has unveiled
Botanica, a 100% wool patterned
carpet in three colourways that brings
a delicate yet fashionable alternative
to plain carpet. The tonal floral scroll
of Botanica is harmonised by
Axminster Carpets’ most popular 100%
pure new wool berber yarn, providing
a subtle take on patterned carpet with
a natural overtone.
Tel: 01297 630 650
9 Sunway’s Woven Wood collection of
blinds is made from a host of unusual
grasses, reeds, bamboo and wood
strips that are a perfect alternative to
fabric. Pictured is Dijon Blue.
Tel: 0161 442 9500
10 Ian Mankin Natural and Organic
Fabrics’s Jura stripe linen and
Kintypre plaid in a linen/cotton blend
are for upholstery, curtains and blinds.
The company has been weaving
fabrics in the UK for some 25 years.
Tel: 020 7722 0997
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easycare
FURNITURE
KITS

The cleanest way
to make money
With more product than the
average Care Kit and costing you
less, the offer just got even better.
To take advantage of this limited offer please contact us on:
tel: 08700 174040
e-mail: sales@staingard.co.uk

PLUS
extra 20%
discount when
combined with
warranty package
Easycare Products A4 leaflet.indd 1

www.staingard.co.uk

WARRANTY
GROUP

21/09/2010 17:45
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UNDERLAY

Lift sales to the top
Can consumers be persuaded to invest in higher quality underlay?

Left: Woodhead
recommends using
swatches
Below: Floorwise’s Hyper
underlay

When times are good, getting consumers
to buy quality underlay isn’t a problem.
After all, it’s only a tiny percentage extra
in the overall cost to have a more
comfortable floor and extend the life of
the carpet or wooden floor. But in the
current market to what extent are
shoppers resisting upselling?
‘There has certainly been a shift
towards poor quality and cheap
underlays as retailers have tried to
maximise their sales advantage by
delivering low cost products to
consumers. But this can be highly
damaging and in the long-term robs the
retailer of the additional profits offered
by better quality underlays,’ says Richard
Bailey, Floorwise Group md.
Steve Woodhead, Interfloor marketing
director agrees that upselling can be
tough. ‘With retail flooring sales running
consistently 17% down on last year there
has never been a tougher selling
environment for flooring retailers. In
terms of upselling opportunities there’s a
natural temptation, when consumers are
being extra cautious, to assume that they
won’t want to spend extra money on top
end underlays. Many won’t, but some
will.’
For Woodhead, getting the customer
to try the product is key to achieving
sales. More retailers are suggesting their
customers stand on the underlay so that
they can feel the difference it makes to
comfort. Once they do this it is likely to
convince them to buy the best quality
underlay.
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‘Our Profit Ability programme
incorporates an underlay stand with a
built-in foot tester which has helped over
500 retailers increase their sales volumes
by an average of 15%, and some have
even doubled their volumes,’ he says.
Woodhead also recommends using
swatches of underlay in-store, rather than
individual samples. That way if a product

recommendation is rejected by the
shopper, they can be quickly offered an
alternative rather than constantly looking
for individual samples.
‘That can mean a “Good, Better, Best”
set of underlays for comfort, durable
underlays for high traffic areas, even
specialist products for underfloor heating
and natural floorcoverings.’
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It is value
that the
salesman
needs to add
to his sales
armoury
Novostrat’s Sonic Gold Excel

For Bailey and Michael Hanrahan,
Novostrat sales and marketing director
value is key.
‘Perhaps the biggest asset of the Hyper
range is the extraordinary value of the
recycled polyurethane underlays within
it,’ says Bailey. ‘High performance and
long lasting underlays yes, but not
expensive ones.’
He says traditional high performance
underlays were rightly considered
expensive and so were often only sold
with high end carpets. But the market
has changed and this performance can
be had at a far lower price point, offering
a broader spectrum of consumers the
chance to benefit from great underlay.
Hanrahan says: ‘Upselling has taken a

serious knock in recent times and
consumers are more aware than ever
before about what they can get for their
hard earned pounds. Now there can be
no substitute for underlays with the
highest quality offering the highest
performance specification, but that
obviously comes at a price – a price
which many will not want, or more often
cannot afford, to pay.
‘It is value that the salesman needs to
add to his sales armoury, and value will
never exclude the most expensive
product but may certainly include the
least, and this is where we have
positioned our underlays,’ he says.
Novostrat has introduced Combat and
Combat Plus underlay for laminate and

wooden floors. Combat is laminated on
one side with a vapour control film while
Combat Plus is laminated on both sides,
while both have overlaps for continuous
vapour control.
‘Combat is both green in colour and
performance, being fully recyclable and
manufactured neither using nor
producing harmful halogens or HCFCs,’
says Hanrahan.
It is positioned in the middle of the
Novostrat product band and is in the low
cost and mid-performance range
representing high value. He says
Graphite does the same for carpeted
floors.
‘Sell up if you can, but if you can’t,
never forget the value products.’ 

Warm underfoot
Warmup has launched what it says is the first fully interactive, energysaving underfloor heating thermostat with touch technology.
The 3iE (pictured) automatically adjusts to changing conditions in
the room, the home and even the seasons, with optimal start-up times
meaning no wasted energy – a result of the self-learning Proportional
Adaptive Function and optional outdoor sensor. It is the first
thermostat with Active Energy Management, which could mean a
saving of 10% or more on energy bills, according to Warmup.
A graphics-based energy monitor shows how much energy is being
used and when, prompting the user to choose the best and most
efficient temperature for each room with an instant calculation of the
energy saved.
The clear graphical touch screen display makes any adjustment
quick and easy and allows the user to choose the display style that
suits them.
Thanks to its multi-probe compatibility function, it can be used to
upgrade an existing underfloor heating thermostat, or as part of any
new Warmup underfloor heating installation.
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Ezifloors
new comprehensive
range of pu underlays
Prima range – film
faced unbranded product
in a branded bag

Softstep range –
film faced fully branded
product in a branded bag

underlay

Superstep range –
paper faced product fully
branded in a branded bag

Softstep HD product –
high density product suitable
for all contract locations

HDContract 9

all Ezifloor products are available in
a range of thicknesses and densities
• light and durable they are a serious alternative
to heavier rubber underlays
• all have excellent thermal properties
• recyled and recyleable
• environmentally friendly
• fitter friendly
available from all major flooring
distributors throughout the UK

direct all enquiries to:

info@ezifloor.co.uk

THE ONLY TRULY INDEPENDENT BRITISH
PU UNDERLAY MANUFACTURER
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UNDERLAY

People haven’t had to
compromise on quality
or performance
In a period of economic instability
consumers are cutting back on
unnecessary spending in favour of more
prudent buys, says Helen Rowberry
Carpenter Underlay national sales
manager.
‘But does affordable have to indicate
cheap and low quality? And can the
retailer be supported in educating the
consumer to understand affordable can
also mean luxurious?’ she asks.
‘The underlay sector is one that
demonstrates the dilemma perfectly.
The massive swing from rubber to PU
products has largely come about
precisely because people feel that in
paying a considerably lower price for the
underlay they haven’t had to
compromise on quality or performance.’
Rowberry says there are many
advantages associated with PU products,
notably the quality, as well as being
economical and environmentally friendly.
‘Our products are made from recycled
material and are completely recyclable at
the end of their life. They are also

Carpenter Underlay offers nine recyclable PU ranges
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considered to outperform
rubber because of their
toughness and additional
benefits include heat insulation
and sound absorption,’ she says.
Established just over four years
ago, Carpenter Underlay now
offers nine ranges including two
new heavy density PU underlays,
Extrastep and Ultrastep.
Extrastep is a 6mm thick,
180kg/m3 density PU underlay
developed for the European
domestic and UK contract markets.
Ultrastep is the same heavy density PU
but is 9mm thick and aimed at
applications demanding a more
luxurious underlay product. Like
Extrastep, it can be used for both stretchfit or doublestick installations.
To support retailers Carpenter
Underlay has a new brand image to
establish consumer awareness. The new
identity is reflected across all external
communications including products and
packaging, making it easily indentifiable

New POS is offered

by the customer and retailer.
‘As our brand grows stronger so will
demand for our products, so the retailer
will have consumers asking for our
products. As well as new products and
packaging, Carpenter Underlay has also
produced new in-store POS and
customer literature to help educate the
consumer as to why Carpenter Underlay
should be the preferred choice and why
affordable doesn’t have to mean low
quality,’ says Rowberry.
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ENVIRONMENT

Tile first for
Royal Mosa
The floor and wall tile company has
achieved Cradle to Cradle status
Royal Mosa has become the world’s
first ceramic tile factory to receive the
Cradle to Cradle certificate. The
Netherlands flooring and wall tile
company changed the materials used
in its tiles to make them recyclable for
life and cause no damage to the
environment. It has also launched
pilot projects to collect tile waste as
raw material to be used for new tiles.
Royal Mosa undertook a two year
research and development
programme working with Professor
Michael Braungart, founder of the
Environmental Protection &
Encouragement Agency (EPEA) and
the Cradle to Cradle principle before
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achieving the award. It examined its
entire manufacturing process, raw
materials, suppliers and products and
materials that were not sustainable
were replaced by materials that are.
Royal Mosa also adapted its
production methods where possible
to make recyclable tiles and all of its
tiles contain 10% to 40% of recycled
material. Tile waste from its factory
was already recycled in a closed cycle,
but other tile waste often ended up in
landfill. As a result the company has
started a pilot project in the
Netherlands to separate and collect
tile waste from construction sites and
use it for new tiles. The result is that

most Mosa tiles are being classified as
‘to be used in the technical Cradle to
Cradle-cycle, but safe for the
biological cycle’.
‘Our tile factory has existed for over
125 years and we want to continue
manufacturing tiles in this place for a
long time. Every company who aims
for a healthy future has to create
sustainable products. That’s the
reason we are doing this,’ says Arthur
Thomaes, Royal Mosa chief executive.
Royal Mosa received the basic
Cradle to Cradle certificate for the
collection of unglazed floor tiles and
the silver certificate for its collection
of glossy wall tiles.
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Beds and bedroom

CARPETS
FURNITURE
RUGS

…People said
they were mad

BEDS

Sealy’s ‘boffins’ celebrate
60 years of Posturepedic

VINYL

LAMINATE
UPHOLSTERY
ACCESSORIES
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BEDS AND BEDROOM
Left: The Diamond
collection features
three ranges
Below left: Sealy’s UK
management team
celebrate the 60th
anniversary at the
recent Salterforth
show
Below right: Diamond
Latex

Diamonds are forever
Sealy celebrates the sixth decade of its Posturepedic mattress
This year marks the 60th anniversary of
the launch of Sealy’s Posturepedic
mattress which featured a unique coil
design with independently hinged
springs to combine both comfort and
lumbar support. To mark the occasion
Sealy UK has created the Diamond
mattress collection.
The limited edition range comprises
three models: Diamond Anniversary
contains 1,400 mini motion and pressure
responsive pocket springs; Diamond
Latex features the weight responsive
PostureTech 620 spring system with a
deep layer of Innergetic latex; and
Diamond Ortho has extra durability and
support for those of above average
stature and also contains pressure
relieving memory foam.
The collection is endorsed by Allergy
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UK as the mattress material contains
friendly bacteria which keep dust mites
at bay and reduce allergens for a fresher
mattress throughout – a key feature for
asthma and allergy sufferers.
The Posturepedic mattress range
supports the body at key pressure points,
helping to distribute weight more evenly
for deeper, undisturbed sleep. By helping
to correctly align the spine, tests have
shown that this reduces aches and pains
that one can wake up to on other
mattresses.
All models also contain Tencel, an ecofriendly fibre that helps keep people cool
and dry, and the enhanced underside of
Sealy mattresses prevents slippage and
movement on the slatted bases of
bedsteads.
Models in the range feature both the

Sealy Posturetech spring system as well
as Sealy Posturepedic’s new pocket
spring system, which offers all the
support of a Posturepedic and all the
comfort of a pocket. All are micro-quilted
and there are top of the range options
featuring 1,400 pocket springs and a
pillow top.
Neil Robinson, Sealy marketing
director says: ‘As with all Sealy bed
ranges, there is a size and style to suit all
budgets and comfort requirements, from
singles through to super king size. So no
matter what bedstead features in the
bedroom, there is a Sealy mattress to
ensure the customer gets the best night’s
sleep on it.’
A far cry from 1881 when Daniel
Haynes made his first cotton-filled
mattress in Sealy, Texas.
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Memory Foam
Sofa Beds

• No minimum Order Quantity
• Free Point of Sale Material
• Contract enquiries welcome
• 2 year guarantee

• Memory foam included in mattress and sofa
• 3 fold and 2 fold mechanisms available
• Non-memory foam sofa beds also available
• Matching Furniture Accessories available

More Designs available, please call for our latest brochure

Concept Memory Sleep
Unit 7-8 St Ives Business Park,
St Ives Road, Blackburn, Lancashire, BB1 2BX
T: +44 (0) 1254 662113 F: +44 (0) 1254 662118
E: info@icondesignsltd.co.uk www.conceptmemory.com

Made in the
United Kingdom
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BEDS AND BEDROOM

Above: Tesco’s
rococo mirror
Right: French
Bedroom
Company’s Skinny
Octavia mirror
Below: Sheerhome’s
Angela

Elaborate
measures
A more ornate style is set
to embrace the bedroom
Whether it is the state of the economy that is
encouraging more cocooning with consumers staying in
more and concentrating on their homes or a reaction
against ever more sleek gadgets, next season’s bedrooms
are set to embrace a more ornate style.
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Highest quality authentic
British leather furniture

Contact us for a brochure on our products and ranges.

S

Icon Designs Ltd, Unit 7-8 St Ives Business Park,
St Ives Road, Blackburn, Lanchashire BB1 2BX
T: 01254 662113 F: 01254 662118
E: info@icondesignsltd.co.uk

To become a
Siesta bed
stockist call
0121 773 9969
www.siestabeds.co.uk
Nationwide Weekly Delivery

POCKET

FLORENCE

FLEX

ALOE VERA

CARNARVON

VISCO

FLEX

SOFT

FLEX

BUCKINGHAM

SPRUNG

FLEX

CARDIFF
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BEDS AND BEDROOM

Tesco’s Lille bedroom collection, part of its 2011 spring
and summer range, opts for subtlety, letting its curves
give a sense of calm while the satin ruffle cushion injects
glamour and texture. But for wow it is outdone by the
chain’s pink rococo frame mirror.
The French Bedroom Company has embraced the trend
with its Skinny Octavia mirror with an egg-and-dart style
frame and carved emblem, while its Provencal heart-top
mirror and chest of drawers ooze romance. For regal
splendour look no further than its Baroque carved
cabinet.
Sweetpea & Willow follows this with its Pearl bed
upholstered in velvet, also featuring ornate detailing.
Sheerhome’s Angela collection evokes French styling
and is at home in both traditional and contemporary
interiors.

Top left: Sweetpea
& Willow’s Pearl
bed
Above: French
Bedroom
Company’s
Provencal mirror
and chest of
drawers

Above: French
Bedroom
Company’s
Baroque cabinet
Left: Tesco’s Lille
bedroom
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NEW

LOWER
PRICES

• Comprehensive range of Mattresses
Toppers, Pillows and Beds
• No minimum Order Quantity
• 24-48 Hour Delivery
• Free Point of Sale Material
• Custom sizes
• Vacum Packed
• 15 year guarantee

Made in the
United Kingdom

Concept Memory Sleep
Unit 7-8 St Ives Business Park, St Ives Road,
Blackburn, Lancashire, BB1 2BX
T: +44 (0) 1254 662113 F: +44 (0) 1254 662118
E: info@icondesignsltd.co.uk
www.conceptmemory.com
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BEDS AND BEDROOM

High concept
Concept Memory Sleep is allowing consumers to sleep and sit comfortably
Since memory foam was introduced to
the consumer market in 1991 by
Fagerdala World Foams, its use has
mainly been in mattresses, where its
ability to respond to the user’s weight,
shape and movements has seen it
become one of the most common
mattress materials.
But the irony with the success of
memory foam in the bed market is that
what NASA Ames Research Center’s
Chiharu Kubokawa and Stencel Aero
Engineering’s Charles Yost (who named it
temper foam) were trying to develop was
aircraft cushions.
Now Concept Memory Sleep has
combined both approaches in its
sofabed and chairbed collection.
The range features memory foam
mattresses and cushions for improved
sleep and includes the new soft cover
designs Oslo and Madrid. For consumers
who do not like memory foam, Concept
also produces non-memory foam
models.

Above: Vienna sofabed in
cream
Left: Roma sofabed in charcoal

Above: Madrid scatterback
Right: Paris chair bed
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BEDS AND BEDROOM
Cool comfort

Premium now comes with
CoolMax covers

Concept has added CoolMax covers to its Premium and Deluxe
mattress models, without increasing the price.
Coolmax fabrics are made from specially engineered polyester fibres
from Advansa with an increased surface area. The four or six channel
fibre forms a transport system that pulls moisture away from the skin
to the outer layer of the fabric. It then dries that moisture faster than
other fabrics to regulate the body’s temperature by evaporative
cooling. This overcomes the most complained about aspect of foam
mattresses: heat build up. The hypoallergic and anti-microbial covers
can be easily removed from the mattress and machine washed.
The Premium range comprises three models using
medium density foam for a
softer feel while
the three strong
Deluxe range
uses high density
foam for a firmer
feel.
All mattresses
are roll vacuumpacked and available
with next day delivery.

Left: Windsor
Below left: Child’s
Queen Anne
Below right: Scroll
wing chair

Traditional St Ives
Concept’s sister brand St Ives Leathercraft has been
making leather Chesterfields for almost three decades
and has spent the past 15 years concentrating on
exports.
St Ives is proud of the reputation it has built up and its
continuing use of traditional manufacturing methods,
including using solid hardwood beech frames glued,
screwed and dowelled for maximum strength and
individually hand-tacking the metal stud nails. Its staff
are all experienced leather workers with an average of
15-25 years in the industry.
It recently widened its offer with children’s QueenAnne and Scroll chairs built to the same specification as
the full size chairs and available in leather or vinyl in a
wide range of colours.

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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The Bed Show

BEDS AND BEDROOMS

Above: Hypnos’s
Heritage Collection
Right: Concept
Memory Sleep added
to its headboard offer

Sleep
partners
More highlights from The Bed Show
40
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Hypnos launched its next generation Heritage Collection at The
Bed Show at Telford International Centre. Featuring bamboorich Belgian Damask it only uses ecologically sound and
completely sustainable materials, including British wool. The
hand-crafted mattresses feature new pocket spring systems
that focus on ‘intuitive active turns.’
Each bed is individually made to order allowing the consumer
to choose from a range of finishing touches, including deep or
shallow divan; divan fabric including the customer’s own
option, wooden or chrome feet or a divan skirt. It has a
European-style upholstered headboard in matching divan
fabric.
The company also introduced a range of no-turn pocket
sprung pillow top mattresses.
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Palatine Beds – A Unique Business
Palatine Beds is owned by Newcastle City Council and run by
Your Homes Newcastle. We manufacture and sell mattresses,
divans, electric beds and headboards both to contract
commercial customers and to the general public. We also offer
a full re-upholstery service for both suites and caravans.

What makes Palatine unique?
The factory was originally opened in 1907 as the Council
Workshop for the Blind. We now employ nearly
50 staff, 70% of which have some form of a disability

Retail Range
Palatine manufactures a range of retail beds with a variety of
specifications. From open coil sprung mattresses to high end
luxury mattresses featuring pocket springs, memory foam and
wool fillings.

Contract Range
The contract range features a series of mattresses for use in
a commercial environment. From budget contract, to water
resistant, to top of the range pocket sprung hotel mattresses.
We supply a large number of both public and private sector
organisations throughout the UK.

Our factory shop has examples of retail and contract
beds on display and is open from 8am to 4.30pm
Monday to Friday, 10am to 4pm on Saturday.

Palatine Beds, Stamfordham Road, Westerhope,
Newcastle upon Tyne, NE5 5EH
Tel: 0191 2772544 (switchboard), 0191 2772559 (sales) Fax: 0191 2772550
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The Bed Show

BEDS AND BEDROOMS
Left: Spink & Edgar’s
Legacy
Below: Palatine’s Oasis
Bottom: Vi-Spring has
introduced British wool to
all its models

Vi-Spring has supported the Campaign for Wool by
introducing 100% British wool to its entire range, with Shetland
wool being used in its top of the range models.
‘Our design team strive to source only the very best materials
to upholster every bed in the Vi-Spring range. We’re proud to be
using one of Britain’s finest natural resources, while supporting
a campaign which aims to increase demand for wool and raise
its worth to upland farmers,’ says Mike Meehan, Vi-Spring md.
‘Each and every Vi-Spring will be filled, by hand, by Vi-Spring’s
master craftsmen using more British fleece wool than any other
bed maker.’
Palatine took a different approach, with Oasis made from
100% manmade fibres to counteract allergies. It is the firm’s first
bed to use zoned foam for targeted support and the base has a
platform top with quilted matching weave cover and a
scalloped detail around bottom edge.
‘Artificial fibres are used because they do not attract microorganisms that dust mites feed on and they will remain clean
for the life of the mattress,’ says Antonia Dimambro, Palatine
Beds sales and marketing coordinator.
Concept Memory Sleep showed off its premium and Deluxe
mattress collections with CoolMax, while adding to its
upholstered headboard collection, and introducing ottomans
and club chairs suitable for the bedroom.
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Increased sales and excellent craftsmanship
on our bedroom and dining ranges have ensured that Furniture Origins continues to be a
leading company to deal with in the furniture
industry. All ranges are designed exclusively
and manufactured by us and are available
either wholesale or on a direct container programme. Our ‘one stop shop’ philosophy
offers a novel approach to our business.
Along with cabinet sales, our E1 Glassware
division, so successfully launched at the interi-

ors 2010 show, has expanded with ranges
launched in line with current trends. The positive customer feedback received so far outweighs all expectations
Presently we have 20 complete bedroom
and dining ranges within our portfolio with new
products expected in time for the interiors
2011 show at the NEC, Birmingham.
New leather upholstery, with the exclusive
brand name Sofa Origins, will be available for
preview at the NEC show. Each range crafted

with comfort, durability and affordability in
mind. Six ranges can be viewed with further
collections available for viewing at our South
Wales showroom.
Previewed are two of our most popular and
firm retailers’ favourites, ANT Antibes and
FRCO Loire. Sales on these products are dramatically increasing, proving that once again
Furniture Origins has designed and manufactured furniture that is in line with current fashion and trends, and sells extremely well.

Advertising feature: Furniture Origins

Retailers’ favourites

FRCO Loire dining and bedroom range

ANT Antibes dining and bedroom range

CONTACT DETAILS:
Office and showroom address:
6b Parc Nantgarw, Heol Y Gamlas, Treforest Ind Estate,
Treforest, Cardiff CF15 7QT;
T: 0845 223 4900
Barry Webb, sales director:
E: barry.webb@furnitureorigins.co.uk; M: 07702 603971

Andrew Cavaciuti, Furniture Origins sales agent for South
West and Wales:
E: Andrew.cavaciuti@furnitureorigins.co.uk; M: 07500 830888
Mike Brown, Furniture Origins sales agent for Scotland/
Cumbria/North East & Yorkshire, England & Scotland:
E: Maik.brown@furnitureorigins.co.uk; M: 07831 572601
McNally & Finlay: Contact Dermot McNally – Ireland:
E: Dermot@rossmorefurniture.ie; T: 00353 47 81366/81360
Teresa Reaney, head of sales & marketing:
E: Teresa.reaney@furnitureorigins.co.uk; or
E: enquiries@furnitureorigins.co.uk; M: 07971 349834
Alan Endersbee, area sales manager Midlands/North
West/East Anglia/Kent/Essex & Greater London:
E: alan.endersbee@furnitureorigins.co.uk; M: 07809 196019

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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WOOD AND LAMINATE

Pergo’s Zebrano
Pergo’s Country Oak

Talking
point
Making sure products get noticed
by consumers in-store is vital
Pergo’s Natural Oak

Walk into any store selling a decent
selection of wood or laminate flooring
and one immediate response is where to
look first?
Pergo’s latest POS will help direct the
consumer to its products.
Earlier this year it introduced a
portfolio of products, including 250
decors, accompanied by a new POS
system. An eye-catching aspect of the
POS is the new hot spots of colour clearly
highlighting Pergo’s USPs – such as
durability, its unique sound reduction
qualities, innovative design and
guarantee features – to consumers.
Retailers can highlight USPs around
the Pergo display, drawing shoppers’
eyes to the products and creating topics
of conversation between consumers and
sales staff.
Developed in consultation with
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retailers, it will be rolled out over the
next few months.
Pergo says it is important to support
loyal retailers by encouraging the
consumer to make the purchase.
Successful previous campaigns have
included a VAT-free offering – which is
running again this month – an
opportunity to win cash prizes, plus extra
incentives for retailers during campaign
periods.
Pergo says it aims to support its
retailers in every way possible. It has a
sales team covering the entire UK and
visits retailers to ensure they have
sufficient Pergo marketing materials, the
best POS and displays that show a good
range of Pergo products available.
The company also provides support
through joint advertising, with Pergo
making a contribution towards the cost

of retailers’ advertising. Through
combined efforts they aim to increase
awareness of the Pergo brand and drive
consumers directly to stores.
In the current economic climate
consumers are price conscious and want
value for money. Pergo says the benefits
of its products need to be clearly
communicated to retailers then
effectively passed on to potential
customers.
‘As it stands today, consumers may
steer away from traditional flooring
options such as real wood and stone to
more cost-effective alternatives such as
laminate flooring that will be long-lasting
and suitable to their lifestyle,’ says the
company.
‘This presents both retailers and
suppliers of Pergo with a very real
opportunity to strengthen sales in 2011.’
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WOOD AND LAMINATE

Lifestyle’s wood and
laminate displays

Kährs’ Walnut Majestic

Kährs’ Avenue Collection stands out
thanks to its one-strip look. Made from a
single plank of wood, the third collection
from the Supreme Range measures
1830mm x 148mm x 15mm and is
available in maple and walnut with the
option of natural oil or UV lacquer
prefinish.
Maple options include lively-toned
Park Avenue, with its hand-scraped and
bevelled finish and distinct, bevelled
Nordic Avenue, with its mono-toned
‘gothic’ appearance. Meanwhile, Walnut
Majestic, Ritz, Palace and Plaza Avenue
each provide a different look in a rich
conker tone and have a tactile brushed,
bevelled, distressed and hand-scraped
surface finish.
The collection features Kährs’ awardwinning multi-layered construction and
glueless Woodloc joint for easy

How the collection is
displayed is paramount
to its success
installation without gapping. Floors can
be refurbished in the same way as a solid
product and the ‘criss-cross’ build offers
additional performance benefits,
including 75% greater stability. All
Supreme Range floors are also offered
with a 30-year guarantee.
For Lifestyle Floors the concept is all
about displaying contemporary, great
value product in the most appealing way
possible. Following the summer launch
of its carpet range, its wood and laminate
ranges will debut in the New Year.
As with the carpets, how the collection
is displayed is paramount to the success
of the Lifestyle Floors Collection. Key
product data is highlighted – enough to

inform consumers, without
overwhelming them with unnecessary
jargon. Hanging underneath the display
large samples can be placed on the floor
to give consumers a realistic impression
of how the product will look in their
home. This encourages them to make a
decision then and there, rather than
shopping around and potentially placing
their business elsewhere.
‘The Lifestyle Floors concept for
resilient flooring is already working. A
large number of modules have been preordered for January, testament to the
retailers confidence that the success of
the carpet displays will easily transfer to
resilient flooring,’ says Lifestyle. 

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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WOOD AND LAMINATE

Black Russian Design Oil

Silver Star Design Lacquer

Hand-finishing allows a
whole spectrum of images
For Louay Azoo, Artwood director,
choice is vital.
‘Even for specialist wood flooring
retailers, the choice from suppliers has
been limited and therefore so too the
array on offer to consumers. Various
shades of oak, artificial ageing and
tropical woods have really been the only
styles on offer, but with Artwood this is
no longer the case.’
He says Artwood hand-finishes in the
UK employing unique processes and
quality finishes to provide a floor that is
not only beautiful but durable too. Handfinishing also allows it to create a whole
spectrum of images, putting the needs of
the consumer first.
Azoo reckons the choice of hundreds
of finishes allows it to satisfy shoppers
even if they are after very specific
colours, while some finishes may inspire
them to select something a little
different.
‘For the retailer, offering consumers
this level of choice may sound like a
nightmare for in-store presentation, but
thanks to our leather sample boxes,
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which can be stored and displayed
anywhere, and our quick sample
despatch service, the Artwood pre-sales
process really is a simple one,’ he says.
Finishes are grouped into four ranges
each with their own unique properties –
Classic, Design Oil, Design Lacquer and
Design Paint, so it is also easy for

consumers to pick their floor.
‘As retailers look for that unique edge,
the Artwood concept offers a new and
fresh way of looking at wood that will
help to differentiate them from the
competition and provide a new level of
choice to satisfy the diverse tastes of
consumers,’ says Azoo.

Artwood uses leather
sample boxes
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Invest in Oak

Introducing - The Plank Oak Collection
This bold market leading collection, bestows pride and practicality. Containing
bedroom, dining and occasional ranges, Plank Oak features robust 56mm tops
handcrafted from solid oak. Pertinent pieces are delicately finished with rustic
antique bronze pull handles. This collection is available in a choice of 3 stunning
colours: Original, Old English and Vancouver.

UK Sales Office & Showroom:
Ringway House, Hill Street, Coventry, CV1 4AN
t: +44 (0)24 7663 2148 f: +44 (0)24 7623 1628
e: sales@besp-oakfurniture.co.uk

As Featured On

www.besp-oakfurniture.co.uk
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LIVING AND DINING
Left: Vancouver Petite
girl’s bedroom
Below: Mews table leg
detail

Winter favourites
Some 1,000 products will be on show during Besp-Oak’s At Home
Buyers will be spoilt for choice at
Besp-Oak Furniture’s winter show. There
will be more than 30 collections of
bedroom, living, dining room and
occasional furniture on display from
1-12 November at its 25,000sqft sixstorey Coventry showroom.
‘The show offers existing and potential
customers a superb opportunity to be
guided through over 1,000 market
leading furniture products including
oak, pine, upholstery, outdoor furniture
and handicrafts,’ says Steve Mosley,
Besp-Oak md.
‘The showroom features awe-inspiring
lifestyle bays portraying how the
furniture can be displayed in the home.
‘Customer friendly facilities include
free on-site parking, customer
refreshments and free wi-fi, allowing
visitors to take time creating their
perfect order,’ he says.
As well as long-standing bestsellers
Vancouver Premium and Vancouver
Petite, this year’s bestseller, Plank Oak,
will take centre stage.
‘This collection has taken customers
aback over recent months. Now sold in
three colours – Original, Vancouver
and Old English – with a promise to
stand the test of time, it boasts 56mm
tops impressively hand-crafted from
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solid high grade oak,’ says Mosley.
He also expects the Mews bedroom,
dining and occasional collection to be a
hit with visitors. ‘Premiered at Interiors in
January, this luxurious collection
communicates a sense of class and
sophistication.’
It is available in an oak or walnut finish
featuring soft-close drawers, mortise and
tenon joints and a choice of aluminium
or oak/walnut handles.
The company offers delivery of direct
containers within six weeks as part of its
Fast-Track OneTwenty offer.
‘This allows customers to choose their
desired quantity from 120 popular items

of furniture which are available for
shipment within seven days, offering
wholesale comfort at container prices,’
says Mosley.
The OneTwenty pieces have been
selected from the MT2 Evelyn, Fiona,
Georgia and Vancouver dining
collections.
In addition to direct 20ft, 40ft and 40ft
high cube bespoke and fast-track
containers, Besp-Oak holds numerous
pre-set containers in the UK that are
available for instant delivery.
Pre-sets can be an excellent way to
trial a range or ensure stock levels remain
consistent throughout busy trading
periods, he explains.
Keen to offer what Mosley describes as
‘the all in solution’, Besp-Oak also sells
wholesale, with its 55,000sqft warehouse
holding more than £3m of stock. The
efficient wholesale operation means that
customers can expect stock just in time
with prompt collection and delivery
scheduling.
In addition, two Mews dining sets are
currently available at less than half price,
giving the opportunity to run sales
promotions in the run up to Christmas.
The company also offers a sliding scale
of discounts – up to 15% – on collected,
full van and large orders.
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Winter Show 2010

1-12th November

Feast Your Eyes
Besp-Oak Furniture’s exciting in house event gives existing and new
trade customers an ideal opportunity to view a successful portfolio of
over 1000 market leading products.
A captivating array of oak, pine, outdoor, upholstery and handicraft
furniture will be displayed in spacious room sets, allowing buyers to
create the perfect order before the VAT increase in January 2011.
The friendly Besp-Oak sales team will be on hand to offer guidance and
answer any queries visitors may have. Complimentary refreshments will
be provided throughout the event.
As well as viewing the many innovative new collection additions, it is
strongly recommended that visitors peruse the Plank Oak and Mews
collections which are this seasons best sellers.

When is the show?
Doors open on Monday 1st November at 9am and close Friday 12th
November at 5:30pm.

Is it easy to get to?
Head Office & Showroom:

The stunning 24,000SQFT showroom is situated in close proximity to
major road, rail and air network links. Transfers are available on request.

Ringway House, Hill Street,
Coventry, CV1 4AN

RSVP
Simply contact Hanna Latham, UK Marketing Manager, to confirm your
attendance today.
e: hanna.latham@besp-oakfurniture.co.uk
t: +44 (0)24 7663 2148 f: +44 (0)24 7623 1628

www.besp-oakfurniture.co.uk
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LIVING AND DINING

Il Hoon Roh’s Table R Ex07

Simply stunning
Forget the bells
and whistles,
designers are
going down the
route of fuss-free
stylish furniture 

Mark’s Iso
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LIVING AND DINING
Inset: Alex Bradley’s Notch
Right: Channels’ Gillespie
Bottom: Stryn
Mobelindustri’s dining
collection

Pared down, sleek, minimal, simple. Call it what you will, the
latest living and dining room collections all share a less is more
approach where clean lines and no unnecessary fuss are the
hallmarks.
Il Hoon Roh’s Table R Ex07’s latest design uses membrane
stretching following the self form finding technique for
lightweight structures.
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Trumpet legs are usually ornate but Channels’ Gillespie
furniture and accessories sport a pared down trumpet leg
design. Alex Bradley Design’s Notch combines the functions of
side table and magazine rack with the minimum of fuss.
Mark has launched Dylan Freeth’s Iso collection of tables with
a retro feel, while Stryn Mobelindustri’s dining collection
designed by Olav Eldoy offers simplicity and elegance.
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VINYL

Art
of recognition
With so many products in the market,
how do individual brands stand out?

Above: Dawn
Oak
Left: Midnight
Oak
Right: Hickory
Peppercorn

This year has been all about Karndean
getting closer to its customers in an
effort to differentiate itself from the
competition.
As part of this, the Harrogate Flooring
Show saw the launch of its Retailer Clinic,
with more than 200 retailers taking part.
‘This year our main focus has been the
strengthening of our relationships with
our retailers, finding out what their
needs are, and how we can meet them.
The clinic proved to be a massive success
in further cementing the ever-growing
partnerships between us and our
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expanding retailer network,’ says Jacci
Marcus, Karndean UK marketing director.
Next year will see the launch of a
Retailer Partner Programme, which is in
direct response to retailer feedback.
Karndean has also been making sure
stockists don’t disappoint consumers
with its new Art Select fitters course.
Focused on fitting the intricate Art Select
Woods range, the course sits alongside
Karndean’s existing portfolio of fitting
courses, offering an in-depth look into
Karndean’s products as well as the
installation process.

More than 200 fitters completed the
Art Select course, with demand so high
that Karndean had to double the number
of courses it had originally booked.
This adds to the courses available at its
purpose built training centre at the
Karndean UK head office in Evesham,
Worcestershire, including basic floor
fitting, advanced floor fitting and
product knowledge and design training.
And the firm has also been busy on the
launch of the Art Select Woods range
and the Get Closer to Nature campaign
promoting it.
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VINYL

Abundance
of looks is
only a small
part of the
appeal
Fantasia’s
Puzzle

‘Depth of application and diversity of
style really help to distinguish the
Leoline cushion vinyl floor collection
from the competition,’ says Caroline Wille,
Leoline product manager.
‘From wood, stone and mosaic designs
through funky dots and puzzle styles
to the sparkle of quartz, Leoline
delivers an abundance of looks, yet this is
only a small part of the appeal of the
brand.’
She says that depending on where the
vinyl will be used, its characteristics vary
to maximise value in each range, citing
the Fantasia as an example.
‘Fantasia, including the fun designs of
Traffic and Puzzle, is aimed at low traffic
domestic environments such as children’s

bedrooms, playrooms, and bathrooms.
As such, Fantasia is engineered to deliver
extraordinary value and due to the lower
performance and maintenance demands
of these locations it does not feature our
PU Superguard wear layer technology,’
she explains.
For areas of higher traffic, such as halls,
specification is increased with the Luxury
Trends, Woods and Stones collections
featuring Superguard, Powerback for
impact resistance and R10 slip resistance.
And for consumers who want top of
the line performance, the contract
standard Quartz Pro PU collection
features Castorchair Proof, Superguard,
Powerback and R10 slip resistant
technologies.

Left: Fantasia’s
Borneo
Right:
Leoline’s latest
display stand
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‘The performance and style arsenal on
offer from Leoline are compelling
enough reasons for retailers to choose
the collection as part of their offering,
but we also realise that the retailer needs
support right across the board,’ adds
Wille.
‘Leoline is one of the few brands
actively and directly promoting to the
consumer, helping to drive foot traffic to
local stores within the home owner’s
postcode thanks to our consumer
hotline.’
The brand’s latest display stand has
been introduced, upping the number of
samples on show and its website is due
to be revamped shortly, offering more
consumer information.
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UPHOLSTERY

Lights!
Sofa!
Action!
Stressless makes it easy to
experience home cinema
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UPHOLSTERY

Left: Arion home cinema and Wave with double ottoman (above)

The past two months has seen Ekornes invest in a major home
cinema promotion, backed by nationwide TV, Press and lifestyle
magazine advertising and online campaigns, offering
consumers a free Stressless double ottoman valued at £1,000.
With more than 25,000 enquiries on the company’s UK
website in three weeks, the ongoing campaign has seen a
significant impact.
‘The Stressless brand was an early adaptor of the home
cinema seating movement and unlike many in the arena it
went mainstream from the off,’ says Anna-Marie Warren, Ekornes
marketing coordinator. ‘As coverage is moving from the high
tech titles to general lifestyle, Stressless designs are still ahead
of the game.’
Seating in this area has generally been male focused and
bulky, she says, so it was not surprising that as a joint purchase
consumers did not feel there was a great deal of choice.
‘Stressless home cinema ranges would look at home
anywhere. They are not bulky, but streamlined and
contemporary. What’s more, besides specific home cinema
designs, most of our modern seating could fit the home cinema
category with ease,’ she explains.
‘Times are financially tough so everyone is considering very
carefully what they buy. Interestingly it seems quality is an
important factor today, so it is not all about buying a short-term
bargain anymore.’
Using the Stressless Sector Unit or Arm, seats can be joined
cinema fashion with mini table tops and storage space for
remote controls as well as snacks and drinks. Added to this they

recline, a bonus you don’t usually get in a cinema. Configuration
can be selected according to the space available or consumers
can just visually link chairs together using one of the corner
tables, Warren says.
‘For Stressless, ottomans play an important part of the
experience and in particular its double ottoman is ideal for
stretching out legs and relaxing when the lights dim.’
The brand also actively seeks ways of showing its products’
suitability to this use and encourages joint promotions with its
retailers.
Lucas World of Furniture of Aylesbury has recently linked up
with Technosounds of Milton Keynes. Brentham Furnishers in
Ealing showed at the Daily Telegraph Scandinavia Show at
Olympia last month, where Stressless was also on the Bang &
Olufsen stand. Some 10,000 people entered the Daily
Telegraph’s online competition to win a Stressless chair.
Of this year’s 60-plus retailer events organised by Ekornes
across the country, home cinema has featured in more than 45
of them. ‘It’s a powerful merchandising tool for retailers and
makes a stunning centre piece from which they can guide
customers according to space and budget. Today all Stressless
Studios with at least 100sqm showcase home cinema seating,’
says Warren.
‘The promotion has been a great success for us. The TV
advertising itself has generated the most successful results we
have seen of any campaign. Sales off Stressless home cinema
furniture and the equipment have been very positive,’ says Neill
Berry, Stollers of Barrow-in-Furness, general manager.
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UPHOLSTERY

Direct action
TCS has invested to boost its UK customer service

With success comes new challenges,
often forcing companies to make major
decisions to enable it to continue
enjoying its success. Such was the case
with upholstery, bed and cabinet
importer TCS.
Thomas Small, TCS md says changes
had to be made due to the phenomenal
growth of TCS in the UK in recent years
and to overcome some logistical issues,
but mostly to re-emphasise its ethos of
service, quality and value.
‘It had become apparent that the
existing warehousing and logistics arm
of the TCS group of companies, which is
presently based in Ireland, was not the
best location to efficiently service our
ever growing UK customer base,’ he says.
The group spent six months examining
various options before committing to
creating a UK head office, distribution
centre and showroom. Located close to
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the M6 and Heysham port at Southgate,
Lancaster, the site was previously Reebok
UK’s distribution centre and covers more
than 250,000sqft. Further investment was
made in racking, creating more than
1m sqft of storage. This is enough to hold
more than 400 containers.
‘And it’s next to F Edmondson & Sons,
our transport provider,’ says Small. ‘This
new facility will not only satisfy all the
demands of the current UK customer
base, but allow us to exceed their
expectations by being able to carry
much larger levels of stock and provide a
UK-based permanent showroom for the
TCS product range.’
During the past year TCS encountered
external problems in relation to its
distribution, convincing management
that action had to be taken.
It immediately set about implementing
changes to minimise the effects of any

future circumstances that may arise
outside the direct control of the group.
‘The easy decision would have been to
put them down as one-offs and carry on,
but independent retailers need suppliers
who always strive to provide the best
possible service, especially when times
are tough,’ he says.
TCS was not alone in failing to
anticipate the huge impact an
apparently unconnected Chinese
government policy would have. Under
government incentives, farmers in the
north were offering record levels of
wages, so when the two week Chinese
New Year holiday ended about 40% of
industrial workers didn’t return to the
industrial states in the south, leading to
major problems across all sectors.
‘This has caused what they believe to
be a long-term problem in China, which
is over-stretching its workforce. Because
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Left and above: The
warehouse is the
length of about 18
trailers and is next to
TCS’s transport
provider
Right: Racking
increases storage
space to more than
1m sqft

of this, we’ve made lots of changes to
maximise the output of the workforce
used within all factories that TCS is
part of.
‘Basically all the stock will now be
manufactured strategically allowing for
consistently fast lead times, even during
the busier periods,’ Small explains.
Thanks to the new warehousing TCS
can hold much higher stock levels,
ending the extended lead times
experienced this year.
Small also highlights inconsistent
delivery times from the shipping lines
out of China to the UK and Republic of
Ireland.
Based on strikes in Rotterdam, vessels
being taken out of service due to the
economic downturn and poor inland
service in the UK, the group decided to
only use shipping lines that ship direct to
the UK and then arrange inland trucking

itself. This will minimise third party
involvement in this part of the logistics.
The group also suffered when F
Edmondson & Sons were overstretched
during the summer, although Small is
quick to point out his support for it.
‘It must be said that after trying many
other logistics companies in the UK
we’ve found Edmondson to be very
efficient and a professional company,
and I’ve been reassured by them that
the issues caused this summer will never
be repeated.’
TCS carries out its own deliveries in the
Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland
and has decided to invest in its own
delivery fleet for the UK as a back up
service.
‘With all of our UK operations within
one location we now have permanently
based dedicated TCS staff, which will
greatly reduce lead times and ensure the

delivery of products is optimised. We
have also appointed a liaison officer who
will deal with the main warehousing and
Edmondson’s delivery network and that’ll
fortify the delivery structures within TCS,’
he says.
The new site will allow TCS to offer
10-14 day deliveries on a greater range of
products, something that increasing
numbers of its 1,000 plus stockists are
asking for, Small says.
He is also characteristically enthusiastic
about the showroom, due to open next
summer. Retailers will be able to view
suites in leather and fabric and all the
other options available from a particular
TCS model, as well as the complete range
of chairs, bedding, sofabeds and cabinet
– all under one roof.
‘This will help retailers understand the
TCS product lines and how they can
maximise their profits,’ says Small.
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NATURAL FLOORING

Taking root
Plant fibre flooring
appeals to more than
just the design conscious
Consumers are ever more mindful of the
environmental impact of products, so
can the natural flooring sector make the
jump from aspirational niche to
mainstream?
Inga Morris, Crucial Trading marketing
manager reckons they can.
‘As renewable and biodegradable
fibres, coir, jute, sisal and seagrass have a
sound ecological message that also
attracts the eco-conscious consumer.
Plant fibre floorcoverings will always be
popular with consumers because of their
naturalness, the lovely textures that can
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be achieved and the range of colours
that can complement a broad range of
design styles,’ she says.
Retailers are also becoming
increasingly confident with selling and
fitting plant fibre floorcoverings, she
says, with demand from consumers
remaining consistent since their launch
by Crucial a quarter of a century ago.
Retailers have had to adapt and learn
how to meet this demand with Crucial’s
business development managers helping
train retailers and fitters on how to sell
and fit plant fibre floorcoverings.

‘As plant fibre floorcoverings have a
certain look, feel and even smell that
cannot be replicated by synthetic fibres,
we believe consumers aren’t particularly
swayed by lower cost options,’ says
Morris.
She maintains that consumer demand
has always driven their popularity which
is based on their design appeal rather
than cost.
‘Plant fibre floorcoverings are here to
stay – they look beautiful, they perform
exceptionally well, and add interest to
any home,’ she says.
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Following
the natural
route
eases the
conscience
Summer Hamper

‘Nature is one of the easiest trends to live
with and at Alternative Flooring we want
to make houses homes again and
interiors more green by design. But the
knack is to be alternative, to invest in
quality, design-led naturals and explore
the stylish possibilities of eco-friendly
floors,’ says Lorna Haigh, Alternative
Flooring marketing manager.
The market for natural fibre flooring is
increasing as consumers care more about
what they are putting in their homes,
considering the green option along with
their style decisions.
‘Following the natural route eases the
conscience as it is a sustainable fibre,
and it is easy on the pocket too, being no
more expensive than mid-range 100%
wool counterparts,’ says Haigh.
‘Once fitted the natural fibre flooring
makes that undeniable stylish textured
statement, which is why people return to

Nature linen

buy the flooring again and again.’
Sisal is still popular. The versatile fibre
takes colour well as highlighted by the
demand for rich metallic shades. Being
fibre it weaves well allowing the
development of structured herringbones
and loops.
Consumers want to stamp their own
style on interiors with natural floors that
celebrate originality. Alternative Flooring
has embraced these trends with its
Contour Collection.
‘Contour is so innovative as it shows
just how creative the best natural fibre
flooring can be. Geometrics and pattern
in naturally eco fibres is right on trend,’
she says.
‘Contour brings architectural structure
and visual strength to any floor. It is
sustainable flooring brimming with
personality. There is a weave for every
person, from the creative Random and

sophisticated Stepped to the outgoing
Jagged and the sensual Curved contour.’
Haigh cites the launch of the Eco
Collection as further evidence of the
company’s ‘genuinely progressive’
approach to greener products.
‘Eco is the first truly biodegradable
carpet to be introduced in the UK. It has
undergone stringent international
testing under the Oeko-tex guidelines.’
Its global partners comply with
international operational guidelines, with
the majority of wool carpets awarded
GUT environment certification.
The growing trend for natural flooring
to become a design statement has led to
the creation of special collections
defined by texture, colour and pattern,
adds Haigh. These niche ranges highlight
how product differentiation can grow the
brand with clear marketing initiatives
and efficient customer service.

Shackleton
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A new
beginning

Pinetum’s Wiltshire factory
From a very small distribution base, Pinetum
now supplies retailers, both independents and
big name brands, nationwide.
With so many other companies importing
furniture from the Far East, Pinetum is understandably proud to be a British manufacturer.
With everything from production to sales all at
one location, Pinetum can offer exceptional
and personal customer service and support to
retailers.
In 1989 Dean Robbins single-handedly set
up Pinetum, hand-crafting pine bookcases in
a small unit in Sutton Veny, Wiltshire – just
down the road from where the current factory
stands today. Starting out with just one customer, Pinewood Studios in Yeovil, the company rapidly grew and began to supply independent retailers, locally and nationally.
Pinetum has always been a brand to set the
trends, with the full Pinetum collection
designed by Robbins himself.
In the early 1990s, Pinetum launched its
first range of bookcases which was followed
by a full pine range, Roman, in 1993. Further
pine ranges followed – Tuscan and Titan –
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then in 2003 in a bold move, Pinetum
launched Quercus, the first mass-produced
solid oak range in the UK. Retailers were
bowled over by the new designs as Quercus
was a true original – there was nothing else
like it on the market.
Pinetum went back to the pine ranges in
2005 using the contemporary styling of
Quercus to produce Zante and its sister
painted range Mundus.
Pinetum continued to surprise the market
by being the first UK manufacturer to introduce coloured oak to its ranges when it
launched its signature collection Como, with
four striking contemporary finishes.
In 2008, Pinetum’s stunning designs were
recognised when it was awarded Best New
Cabinet for the 1.8 Sliding Door TV Unit and
Rack – the first time it had used sliding doors
on its cabinet. This continued to be an awardwinning year for Pinetum as it also won the
Interiors Monthly Best Furniture Website
award.
Pinetum is best known for its solid oak
ranges – Quercus and Como – but in late

2008, recognising the turn in the market,
Pinetum introduced Q2. This compact range
enjoyed the contemporary styling of Quercus
and Como but with a mix of oak and oak
veneers, the price tag was much more
affordable and opened Pinetum to the middle
market.
Pinetum continued to bring more affordable
ranges to market in late 2009 with the introduction of Florence and Pantone. These
ranges offered a more traditional feel and were
a fantastic replacement for the pine ranges,
which were phased out.
In September 2010, the Pinetum brand was
bought by Hamptons Manufacturing plc.
Hamptons recognised the world class facilities
used by Pinetum and saw the opportunity to
take the business further.
Hamptons feels that it is vital to continue
with the Pinetum philosophy with design-led
product, and keep ahead of the trends.
Robbins will work closely with Hamptons in
continuing to develop existing and new product, which will give the Pinetum brand a powerful strength for the future.
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Florence living room

Q2 Office

Tradition, efficiency and stunning ranges

Above: The factory is now more efficient Below: Pantone bedroom

Hamptons has streamlined the factory to
make production much more efficient. Previously, Pinetum had an open door policy and
held factory tours for its retailers. Hamptons is
pleased to carry on this tradition and will be
releasing next year’s factory tour dates soon.
Hamptons will continue to offer Pinetum’s
five stunning ranges from the signature solid
oak Como collection to the colourful painted
Pantone range, all of which are made-toorder. Here is an overview:
The Como collection is a full range of dining,
living, kitchen, bedroom, and office furniture.
This signature solid oak range combines clean
contemporary lines with the beauty of subtly
coloured oak. The collection includes many
deluxe features as standard such as glass
shelves and internal lighting. There are four finishes available: Lime, Smoke, Olive and Milan.
The sister range to Como, Quercus is an
outstanding range of contemporary furniture.
The finest solid oak is hand-crafted using
dovetail, mortise and tenon joints, ensuring
high quality furniture that is built to last.
Available in Natural and English oak finishes.
Q2 took the bestsellers from Quercus and
Como and, by combining oak and oak veneers, created an affordable yet impeccably
stylish range. This range of living,
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dining, bedroom and office furniture has many
innovative products and space saving solutions, such as the 2ft 6in square flip-top table
for compact dining and the desk with hidden
chair, which is perfect for those who don’t
have a dedicated office space.
Timeless elegance is the feel of the Florence
range, presenting living, dining and bedroom
furniture all beautifully styled with cornices and
plinths. Three finishes (Natural, Antique and
Olive) dramatically change the look of Florence
from classic to contemporary.
Pantone, as the sister range to Florence,
enjoys the same classic styling. The Pantone
range shows true versatility as each shade
transforms the range and brings to it a unique
vibe. There are classic colours such as Vanilla
Bean, Truffle and Ivory which bring a traditional feel; Spring Time and Evergreen are
perfect for country living and farmhouse
styles; Rose Bud and Sea Breeze are ideal for
children’s bedrooms; and Winter Mist, Pebble
and Urban Grey, are unusual and contemporary colours which have cool urban appeal.
Each piece in the Pantone range is finished
with a solid oak top. Oak and metal knobs are
available.

Quercus bedroom

Going forward with Hamptons
Payton bedroom

Hamptons Manufacturing plc has some big plans for
the Pinetum brand. It is pleased to announce that it will
soon be offering a 10-year guarantee on all Pinetum
products. This is a testament to the quality of furniture

CONTACT DETAILS
Pinetum
Roman Way
Crusader Park
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Pinetum produces. For its retailers, this means they
can give their customers complete confidence in the
Pinetum product.
As well as continuing with all its independent retailers, contracts with big name department stores,
House of Fraser and John Lewis, will continue.
Pinetum had previously designed exclusive ranges for
House of Fraser: Payton, a bedroom range and
Alberta, a dining range, these will continue and are
available in selected House of Fraser stores across the
UK.
Also due to hit the shops in November is Hampton,
a quintessentially English painted bedroom range for
John Lewis. This exclusive range, also designed by
Robbins, will be available from nine John Lewis stores
across the UK and online.
A new children’s bedroom range is due to be
launched soon, with future ranges currently in development.
For more information on these or any of our ranges,
contact 01985 216160.

Warminster
Wiltshire BA12 8SJ
Tel: 01985 216160
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Feature
packed
interiors
With a versatile array of top-class products and inspirational
features, interiors 2011 will set the tone for the year ahead.
Taking place from 23-26 January 2011 at Birmingham’s NEC, it
will present the latest product developments from some 600
exhibitors during four days of prominent interiors business and
networking.
Alstons, Brunstad, Calligaris, Coach House, Duresta
Upholstery, Elstead Lighting, Ercol, Granfort, Kettle Interiors,
Meubles Delias, Mimo, Parker Knoll, PD Global, Relaxsan, Sweet
Dreams, TCS and Willis & Gambier are among the recognised
names exhibiting at the show. New to interiors 2011 are
Abingdon Flooring, Alpine Lounge, Crucial Trading, Furlong
Flooring, Helvetia Meble, Jitona and Optimum International.
Thinking Space in Hall 2 is packed with ingenious projects,
lively discussions and groundbreaking designs. New to this area
is a retail window design showcase which will give the interiors
professional an opportunity to curate a new shop window
concept and display it alongside other projects by renowned
designers and retailers. Original submissions – a picture of a
showroom from a retailer and a sketch of proposed shop
window from a designer – should be sent to
justyna.sowa@ubm.com by 12 November.
A collaboration between Global Color Research, Mix
Publications and Birmingham City University will bring to
interiors a visionary trends forecast installation by applying
colour trends in both contract and domestic environments.
Free seminars will offer an insight into the industry’s current
challenges and future trends. Confirmed speakers include
interior designer Oliver Heath, Lloyd Princeton of Design

Management Company and representatives from The Society of
British Interior Design, Worldwide Fund for Nature and leading
design agency Blacksheep.
Discovering the hottest new design talent is the aim of the
New Design Britain competition. An expert panel from Marks &
Spencer, House of Fraser, Acid and the Evening Standard will
judge the innovative designs with the winner being announced
at the event.
Running alongside the New Design Britain Awards is the
Barjis Rug Design Competition, launching at interiors 2011. A
week long trip to Beijing and an open paid internship with
Barjis are the main prizes for the creator of the winning rug.
For more information and to register free for interiors 2011,
saving the £15 entry fee, visit www.interiorsbirmingham.com.
To request a floorplan or book a stand, contact Oonagh Colligan
at +44 (0)207 955 3927, or email oonagh.colligan@ubm.com.
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EXHIBITION GUIDE
• Hannover, Germany • 15-18 January 2011 • www.domotex.de/home •

International platform
Scores of visitors from all over the
world will once again experience
the world of floorcoverings at
Domotex in Hannover, Germany.
There is already a strong line up of
exhibitors for the 15-18 January
2011 event with 95% of available
display space having been booked.
As the international industry
platform, Domotex sets trends and
offers guidance. It showcases the
complete range of floorcoverings,
including carpets, rugs, wood and
laminate flooring, as well as textiles and resilient floorcoverings.
Product presentations will once again be complemented by
special events and coverage of up-to-the-minute topics and
innovations.
Souk Deluxe is the byword for top-quality handmade carpets

and rugs. Last year, this area
attracted much praise and attention
from exhibitors and visitors alike. In
2011, visitors to Hall 20 can expect
to experience the entire spectrum
of high-quality carpets and rugs,
including modern and avant garde.
The sixth Carpet Design Awards
will be presented during the show,
recognising outstanding
achievements for hand-made carpet
designs.
Entry to Domotex will be even
more convenient in 2011. Visitors will be able to use the new
south entrance to Hall 9, while Hall 11 can also be used for
parking. This way, visitors are never far from the action, no
matter whether they come by car or arrive by public transport
and use the north entrance.
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EXHIBITION GUIDE
• Singapore • 9-12 March 2011 • www.iffs.com.sg • www.DecoAsia.com.sg • www.HospitalityAsia.com.sg •

Left: Air Division
Right: Eurosa
Below: Box Living

Raising
the bar
The International Furniture Fair Singapore
2011/28th ASEAN Furniture Show (IFFS/AFS
2011), Deco Asia 2011 and Hospitality Asia 2011
are filling halls to the brim with an eclectic mix
of exhibitors from Asia and beyond. Held from
9-12 March, more than 130,000 pieces of quality
furniture and furnishing products will be on
show, reinforcing the fair’s reputation as Asia’s
one-stop furniture and furnishing sourcing
platform.
With 85% of the 70,000sqm exhibition space already sold, the
trilogy of shows promises an extensive selection of furniture
and accessories for the home at IFFS/AFS and Deco Asia, while
the new Hospitality Asia 2011 boasts hotel and contract
manufacturing products and services. Overall, participation
indicates a 16% increase in space on last year.
Local representation has risen by almost 15%, with most
companies taking bigger stands. Archipelago Exports, Box
Living, Cellini Design Center, D-Bodhi, Domus Ventures, Eurosa
Furniture Co, Haleywood Industries, HTL International, Koda,
and Lifestyle Holdings are just some of the companies taking
part.
International brand names have also signed up, including
marquee exhibitors such as Andrew Martin (Hong Kong), Bayliss
(Australia), Manutti (Belgium), Zhejiang Kuka Technics Sofa
Manufacture Co (China), Chakra Naga Furniture (France), Brema
Marketing (Germany), Kenas Pacific (Hong Kong), Halo (Hong
Kong), Violino (Hong Kong) and Far East Furniture (The
Philippines).
Other design focused furniture companies from the

Philippines and Thailand have increased their exhibition space
significantly, underscoring a stronger Asian presence.
New exhibitors include the Japan External Trade Organization
and Maruyoshi Corporation from Japan; Malaysian firms BJ
Cabinets Enterprise, Home Upholstery Industries, Master Sofas
Industries, White Feathers Industries and Wegmans Furniture
Industries; and Bassett Furniture International and Four Hands
from the USA. Singapore companies, Abitex Design, Cheng
Meng Furniture, DH Deco, Design Studio Furniture and Falcon
Incorporation have also locked in their presence at the
Hospitality Asia 2011.
Design continues its reign at the show with more floor area
for the D’space initiative. It includes Platform, the Singapore
Furniture Industries Council’s launch pad for promising furniture
designers as well as the coveted Furniture Design Award (FDA
2011).
IFFS/AFS 2010 marked a record 17,277 trade visitors from 112
countries and closed an estimated total of US$270m in spot
orders and US$2.5bn in follow-on sales. Show organiser, IFFS,
expects the 2011 edition to raise the bar further with
exhibitions focused on getting local and international buyers
the best sourcing results on one platform.
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EXHIBITION GUIDE
• Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia • 1-5 March 2011 • www.miff.com.my •

Left: Participants in the first Ideation
workshop
Below: Sonoma Furniture
Bottom: Hin Lim Furniture’s Concept Hi
series 048

Promoting
innovation
The Malaysian International Furniture Fair 2011 (MIFF 2011) is
set to raise it’s already high standards as a showcase for bold
new furniture designs by exhibitors keen to discover
opportunities as the global markets regain momentum.
From 1-5 March 2011, the event occupies two of Kuala
Lumpur’s most prestigious venues, the Putra World Trade Centre
and Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre.
The MIFF series attracts some 500 local and international
exhibitors each year. More than 20,000 visitors from 140
countries and regions including ASEAN, Australasia, Europe, Far
East, Middle East, Africa, and North and South America make it
a point to visit the show as it showcases a wide variety of
products with good quality designs and prices.
As part of MIFF’s initiative to promote innovation and
emphasis on design, it started the Ideation Award in 2010 to
find up and coming talents within furniture design, while
raising awareness of furniture design as a rewarding career
option for talented young Malaysians.
The second Ideation Award in 2011, jointly organised by
MIFF with Arcradius Consulting, has a theme of New Urbanism,
Innovation and Sustainability, focused towards single urban
occupants. For the first time, the top 10 shortlisted designs will
be sent for prototyping by some of Malaysia’s finest furniture
manufacturers and put on display at the show.
Over the years, MIFF has supported numerous competitions
and activities to assist in enhancing the development of the
Malaysian furniture industry. With the annual Furniture
Excellence Award, the Best Presentation Award and now The
Ideation Award, the organiser hopes higher benchmarks will be

set in terms of creativity, design and standards, steering the
healthy competitive spirit of participants.
Today, the show is not only renowned as a furniture export
vehicle for South East Asia, it also offers a gateway for
international players to penetrate the regional market. With its
global appeal and position among the leading furniture
exhibitions in the world, trade buyers mark their calendars to
ensure that a visit to MIFF is not missed.
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EXHIBITION GUIDE
• Dublin, Republic of Ireland • 3-6 April 2011 • www.irishfurniturefair.com • Facebook ‘Irish Furniturefair’ •

Flagship enterprise
The Furniture & Home Accessories Fair is Ireland’s flagship event
for the furniture and interiors trade. Against the backdrop of an
economy that bottomed out and is now starting to grow, the
event promises to be a cost effective option for selling products
in Ireland in 2011.
It provides trade buyers with inspiration on product ranges
and designs at a one-stop destination in the heart of Dublin.
Being an essential event for the trade in both the Republic of
Ireland and Northern Ireland, visitors can not only buy new
products but find fresh ideas and network face-to-face with
their peers throughout the industry.
The Furniture & Home Accessories Fair continues to attract
the industry’s biggest buyers and along with plenty of new
products from many of the most well-known exhibitors, a host
of new features are planned for the 2011 event. These include a
retail advice feature, a space highlighting design and emerging
trends, plus an all-industry party with plenty of good craic
guaranteed.
Keep up to date with all the developments by visiting

www.irishfurniturefair.com or on Facebook, ‘Irish Furniturefair’.
New Design Ireland will once again play a part at the show,
providing a unique and designated area which gives up and
coming Irish designers and manufacturers an opportunity to
showcase their contemporary designs and create relationships
within the industry.
The event is the ideal platform to show customers that you
are still in business, ready for the upswing and hungry to meet
new customers. Some 4,000 trade visitors are expected to
descend on the RDS, Dublin for the 2011 show which will find
leading Irish and international suppliers – the majority of which
you will not find at any other show in Ireland.
The 2011 Fair takes place at Simmonscourt, RDS from 3-6
April. Opening times are: Sunday – Tuesday 10am-6pm, and
Wednesday 10am-4pm.
For stand enquiries call Elish Bull on 00353 (0) 1 288 8821
elish@exhibitionsireland.com and for visitor enquiries contact
Lorraine Walsh on 00353 (0) 1 288 8821 or email
lorraine@exhibitionsireland.com.
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EXHIBITION GUIDE
• Shenzhen, China• 19-22 March 2011 • www.sifechina.cn • www.designdome.cn •

Valued
opportunities
Shenzhen continues
to be the trendsetter
for China’s industrial
innovation
movement. As the
country’s first special
economic zone,
Shenzhen is the
foundation of China’s
modern industrial
development. Further
strengthening this
position, it is
recognised as the City
of Design by the
United Nations
Educational, Scientific,
& Cultural Organisation and will host this year’s Unesco Creative
Cities Network Conference. In recognition for achievements in
promoting furniture design, Shenzhen International Furniture
Exhibition (SIFE) and Design Dome are taking part in the event.
SIFE, which runs from 19-22 March, features three concurrent
fairs held in Shenzhen’s downtown financial district. China
Square (Chinese furniture), DecoStyle (decorations and
accessories), and Design Dome all feature in what is China’s
leading upmarket furniture fair.
SIFE’s position as China’s leading domestic platform provides
exhibitors with unmatched resources in finding new
distributors and expanding their brand image nationally. As
more people look to China as a source of growth for their
brand, SIFE provides platforms that project an elite brand image

to China’s local and
national buyer
networks.
Held concurrently,
Design Dome features
high end design
focused brands. The
show is dedicated to
international
furniture, decoration,
kitchen and
bathroom companies
and designers. Design
Dome’s all-inclusive
upmarket package
simplifies the
exhibiting process
and accommodates distributors and buyers seeking high end
international products. While China continues to be the most
talked about consumer market, Design Dome offers a design
oriented mass market platform for elite brands.
China Square and DecoStyle showcase products from two of
Shenzhen’s leading creative industries: furniture and home
accessories. Made in Shenzhen is recognised throughout China
for design and quality and Shenzhen is the region known for
producing the finest sofas and solid wood furniture in China.
Shenzhen’s decorations and accessories industry is second to
none in terms of diversity and scale as over 1,200 manufacturers
reside there. Due to the scale of this manufacturing sector, SIFE
will introduce a mid-year event for furniture decorations and
accessories from 19-22 June.
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EXHIBITION GUIDE
• Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia • 3-7 March 2011 • www.efe.net.my •

Annual celebration
The Export Furniture Exhibition (EFE), the annual celebration of
the best of Malaysia’s furniture and accessories, returns for its
seventh edition from 3-7 March 2011.
Held at the Malaysia Agro Exposition Park, Serdang, Kuala
Lumpur, it is the largest and most notable furniture exhibition
in South East Asia.
With thousands of international buyers and visitors from all
over the world attending, the mega exposition will feature
manufacturers showcasing a wide selection of furniture – from
modern to classic design, innovative home furniture to practical
office furniture.
At EFE 2011 there will be more than 500 leading
manufacturers, exporters and suppliers from Malaysia and
overseas to inspire you with ideas and business opportunities
for the coming year.
Visitors and buyers from more than 160 countries are
expected to attend. The venue is ideally located within 20
minutes drive from Kuala Lumpur International Airport and only
15 minutes drive to Kuala Lumpur city centre.
For more information tel 00 606 952 4545, fax 00 606 951
2033, email info@efe.net.my or visit www.efe.net.my.
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EXHIBITION GUIDE
• Las Vegas, USA • 24-28 January 2011 • 1-5 August
2011• www.lasvegasmarket.com •

Increasing
strength
There’s lots for buyers to see and do at next year’s Las Vegas
Markets on 24-28 January and 1-5 August.
January will see the second Vegas Kids show – an enormous
success in August, this show-within-show focuses on the huge
market area of children’s furniture and furnishings. January will
also see the second Gift+Home Show. Gifts have always been a
part of the event, with many showrooms having strong gift
offerings among their furniture and furnishings products, but
now with its own home within the World Market Center,
Gift+Home is a fast growing segment.
Outdoor furniture and furnishings in Alfresco Spaces go from
strength to strength, illustrating the demand for furniture,
furnishings and objets d’art for outdoor living both in the US
and Latin America in particular. International exhibitors join
American exhibitors with promises of exciting product launches
for 2011.
For the first time, January’s event will also play host to an
exhibit called 17 Swedish Designers, all women of the same
generation and culture, presenting versatile works of art and
design. Visitors to the exhibit will see between three and 10
products from each designer, ranging from furniture and
textiles to works in glass, ceramics, steel and wood.
Registration for the January market is already open, visit
www.lasvegasmarket.com for details of special offers for hotels
and flights.
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EXHIBITION GUIDE
• Frankfurt, Germany • 12-15 January 2011 • www.heimtextil.messefrankfurt.com •

Guided by
creativity
Heimtextil is the biggest international trade fair for home and
contract textiles and provides the global benchmark for quality
design textiles of innovative functionality.
Held from 12-15 January in Frankfurt, Heimtextil as the first
major trade fair of the year, is a platform for manufacturers,
retailers and designers. The product show is accompanied by
high quality shows and workshops. In addition to numerous
lectures on topical themes, the event offers the next generation
an opportunity to participate in the fair action through
international competitions.
The 40th Heimtextil ended on a highly positive note for the
2010 business year. Some 71,000 trade visitors from more than
120 countries took advantage of the leading international trade
fair for home and contract textiles, to replenish their stocks and
gain fresh inspiration for the new season. The latest products
and trends of 2,500 exhibitors from 60 countries were
presented at the show.
The Heimtextil Trend Show is a centre of attention for leading
international industry professionals from the media and retail
sectors, offering an interpretation of future trends with
intelligent, dependable and emotionally appealing insights into
the coming season.
The international market for contract textiles and furnishings
is at home at Heimtextil. This is where designers, product
developers and architects look for innovative and creative
solutions for projects across the globe. Through Contract
Creations, Heimtextil has established an impressive brand for
this lucrative segment.
Heimtextil sends a clear message concerning the future of
textile interior design. A wealth of special shows and events
highlight unexpected concepts and bold realisations, such as:

The Young Contract Creations Award Upholstery which focuses
on multifunctional hotel furniture; CAMPUS, where European
design colleges present textile designs and Trendscouting
Congress offers an in-depth insight into the latest trends for
finishes and colours.
Visit www.heimtextil.messefrankfurt.com for more
information and for visitor registration www.ukfrankfurt.co.uk.
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TREND WATCH

Year of the artisans
Trend Bible forecasts that craftsmanship, mixed materials, retro influences and
functionality will form the furniture trends for 2011

MissPrint’s sideboard and wallcovering (below)

September and October were busy months for the UK design
industry with trade shows Top Drawer, 100% Design, and
Tent and Origin showcasing the best of contemporary
interiors. Particularly inspiring was the quality of British
craftsmanship and innovation on show. The Trend Bible team
was there to spot emerging themes and key designers. This
month we bring you the highlights in furniture trends.
Earlier this summer we saw graduates picking up themes
of mixed materials and multifunctional pieces. This practical
approach has carried through to the autumn shows.
Mixed materials is set to be a recurring theme. As
identified in our previous report, wood is a key material,
being paired with leather, plastic and metal, but there is a
new move towards techniques that combine different types
and colours of timber.
London-based furniture designer, Bloq, launched its latest
collection at 100% Design, including Sundial and Tunnel
tables, combining oak, maple and walnut to create stunning
decorative detail.
Also demonstrating this emerging theme was Raskl, a
Newcastle-based team of designer engineers whose use of
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TREND WATCH

Lucy Turner sideboard

Joanna Feeley is founder and creative
director of Trend Bible.
In the October issue we gave the
incorrect website for Trend Bible.
Apologies for any confusion caused.
The correct web address is
www.trendbible.co.uk.
To contact Joanna Feeley directly,
email Joanna@trendbible.co.uk.
Bloq’s Sundial table

hand-cut veneers is reminiscent of mid-century furniture.
Linked to this is the use of vinyl and laminate, particularly
for upcycling vintage furniture. As predicted in our
Spring/Summer 2012 trend book, these materials fit an
overall desire for nostalgic products.
A Trend Bible favourite, MissPrint, has applied its signature
retro designs to furniture this season in addition to its range
of wallcoverings and fabrics.
Lucy Turner is another young designer who applies fresh,
playful graphic laminates to retro style tables and sideboards.
Another key influence on furniture is featured in our
Spring/Summer 2011 Epicurian trend, which focuses on a
stripped-down aesthetic, highlighting construction, materials
and the genius of the artisan.
Watch out for angular, origami inspired shapes with a
modernist feel. Caroline Linnecar’s shelving and desk units
could be drawn from folded pieces of paper.
With the effects of the recession set to affect trends
throughout 2011 we expect this trend for functional and
practical products as well as visible construction and the art
of craftsmanship to continue.

Caroline Linnecar shelving unit

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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ACCESSORIES

Class for glass
Windows make
a statement
with the latest
designs for
curtains,
blinds, and
accessories 
Louise Body’s first fabric
collection includes a fabric to
complement most of her
wallpaper designs. Drawing on
her childhood for inspiration, the
floral and foliage motifs evoke
the Victorian glasshouse at the
gracefully dilapidated house
where she spent many school
holidays. Her colour palette
draws on the faded primary
tones of 1960s interiors
magazines.
Albert Guegain & Fils uses an
open structure and metallised
fibres for its curtain fabric.

Price & Company’s traditional
Flamenco trimming range is
available in 16 colours with two
tieback designs and two key
tassel options in fabric.
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7
day delivery
on stock
lines

Traditional hardwood flat packed furniture
Designed to fit together beautifully
Jamestown
bedroom

Hamilton
bedroom

Vermont bedroom
Vermont dining

Hamilton
dining

A superb collection of living, dining, occasional, home office & bedroom furniture at outstanding prices

ask about our

ORDER TODAY

DIRECT HOME
DELIVERY SERVICE

01738 630555
sales@coreproducts.co.uk
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ACCESSORIES
Rather than printing for Toile de
Jouy patterns, Dina Vanelli uses a
jacquard weave.

Walcot House has expanded its
finial ranges with the larger glass
Lunar collection.

Sunlover has introduced five
ranges of patterned blackout
blinds, including Cosmic
available in graphite (pictured),
mauve, russet and burgundy.

Calcutta’s pleated velvet gives
blackout blinds a new look.
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The Chair
Collection

Como

Furniture hand crafted

from the finest materials

A beautiful range of chairs available in a wide
range of colours and wood finishes.

Parsons

Shown in Napoli Brown Leather

Roma

Shown in Napoli Cappuccino Leather

Theseus

Shown in Napoli Red Leather

Cube

Shown in Napoli Brown Leather

Luca

Shown in Napoli Brown Leather

All chairs are leather and the legs are oak. There is a choice of 6 leather colours
and good stocks are held in our Dronfield warehouse for speedy delivery.

Scotland: Ian Crowther - 07930 314 077
North East/North West: Chris Woodhead - 07710 920 409
Midlands: Chris Smith - 07882 651 325
South East: Stephen Hope - 07834 768 933
South West: Neil Bonnick - 07967 660 715
Northern Ireland: Dougie Yeates - 07850 313 237
Shown in Napoli Brown Leather
All chairs are available with a dark leg to special order with no
minimum order requirement. Please contact us for more details.

DISCOUNTS ARE AVAILABLE FOR BULK ORDERS.
For more details please call us.

Woodside Furniture Ltd.
Unit 4, Wreakes Lane, Dronfield,
Derbyshire S18 1LN
T: 0114 229 0741 F: 0114 229 0740
W: www.woodsidefurniture.co.uk
E: sales@woodsidefurniture.co.uk
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Mood

REVIEW

Penelope: Domestic upholstery winner

Villani Leonello

OJ Van Maele

Alhambra

Domina

Natural leaders
Award winners from September’s show

Konrad Hornschuch
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The fabric, window and wall coverings
exhibition’s Blue Drop awards
highlighted the best on show in Brussels
at MoOD.
Turkish firm Penelope scooped the
Upholstery Residential fabric prize.
‘Right in line with the current trend of
inter-cultural influences, combined with
a contemporary design,’ say the judges,
who were also impressed by the use of
predominantly natural materials in the
36% cotton, 17% linen, 40% acrylic and
7% leather mix.
Among the six other Blue Drops
presented in the category were Audejas,
a digitised a photographic reproduction

woven in black and white jacquard.
Tissage de Kalken combined two colours
to create a changant effect.
Alhambra’s Kavana uses carefree
treatments developed for the contract
market while Konrad Hornschuch’s faux
leather can be used for upholstery,
headboards, cushions and even wall
coverings.
In other categories Villani Leonello
won the Wallcovering Residential award,
combining cork and recycled rubber;
Domina collected the Outdoor award;
Konrad Hornschuch won the Ecology
award and OJ Van Maele the Window
Covering Residential award.
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FINAL POLISH
Dwell dreams
If you or your children have ever harboured a
desire to create a piece of furniture, Dwell may be
about to make your dream come true.
This year the chain’s Design of Dwell
competition has four categories: adult, student
and junior which is divided into two sections –
teenagers and under 12s. The overall winner will
receive £1,000 and the winner of each category
will win an Apple iMac computer.
Last year Lisa Hill, a 28-year-old exhibition stand
designer from Reading, won the judges over with
her Flexitable, a stowable work surface that folds
back into a wall-mounted picture frame.
She said: ‘Having lived in small compact spaces
when house sharing and now in my own home,
I’ve become very aware of how considered design
can make seemingly awkward spaces function
well. Creating adaptable furniture was an obvious
approach for me.’
The deadline for entries is 10 December. Visit
www.designfordwell.co.uk for more information.

The Lord Major
of Newcastle
leads the
celebrations
after the
mattress
toppling

Record toppling
The world record for mattress toppling has been reclaimed for the country
by Palatine Beds. Last month Lord Mayor of Newcastle, Brenda Hindmarsh,
led staff from Palatine Beds, Your Homes Newcastle, Newcastle City Council,
local businesses and sports clubs to topple 400 mattresses, beating the
target of 380, set in New York just three weeks before.
‘Palatine has been manufacturing in the North East for over 100 years
but we’ve never done anything like this before. We got the idea after
hearing about several recent attempts and we thought it would be a good
way to mark the opening of Newcastle Furniture Services’ new warehouse,’
says Antonia Dimambro, Palatine Beds sales and marketing coordinator.
So what next? ‘With all of our expertise we’d probably be able to
manufacture the first ever bed for the Angel of the North, but I think we’ll
just tackle one record at a time.’

FIT golf winners: (Far left) Charles Kerrigan, FIT chief
executive and (far right) Edward Tadros, FIT chairman,
celebrate the Sanderson and Zoffany team of David Walker,
Nigel Bell, Stephen Ramm and Peter Shipperley winning
the Waring and Gillow Cup for Best Team (Net Score) at the
70th FIT National Golf Championship. Held at the PGA
National Course at The Belfry, the event raised £7,500.

Duo tackle peaks

From left: Nick Finlay, John Wright and Ben Wardleworth
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Nick Finlay, md of carpet distributor Carpet Line Direct and John
Wright, owner of Leeds flooring retailer Holbeck Mills, raised
almost £7,000 for charity by completing the Yorkshire Three
Peaks challenge in aid of the Annabelle Rose Trust.
The Yorkshire Three Peaks, which takes in Whernside,
Ingleborough and Pen-y-ghent, covers over 26 miles which the
pair completed in 11 hours. Ben Wardleworth, the father of
Annabelle Rose joined them for the last part of the challenge
over Ingleborough.
Personal sponsorships, matched by funding from Carpet Line
Direct and a donation from the Wharefdale and Airedale Friday
Lunch Group, all helped achieve the total.
The Annabelle Rose Trust supports five-year-old Annabelle
Rose from Leeds who has quadriplegic cerebral palsy. Her
parents set up the trust to raise £60,000 to take her to America
for specialist treatment that will help her to walk again.
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A British Wool classic carpet
in natural flecked shades
in 50oz & 60oz/yd 2 pile weights.
New from Cormar.
FURNITURE

FLOORING

BEDS

CARPET

RUGS

ACCESSORIES

